
Visit before they VANISH

The Impacts of Marketing Last Chance Tourism 

“Sometimes the value of something 
is exactly what can lead to its demise.” 

(Margolis, 2006 as cited by Dawson, et al., 2011, p. 261)
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Empirical Findings 

Discussion 
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Encouraged by the rush to be one of the ”lasts”, Last Chance Tourism

embraces the diminishing opportunity to discover threatened

natural landscapes or cultural treasures before they are perceived

to be irreversibly changed or vanished, primarily due to the

effects of global climate change (Dawson, et al., 2011).

Last Chance 
Tourism Paradox

Resource base shrinks  Tourists impact vulnerable 
site (air travel,…)

Motivation to visit 
vulnerable site increases Resource decline 

continues

Paradoxically, tourists harm declining resources they wish to witness

or protect by engaging in long-haul air travel. Nonetheless,

Last Chance Tourism is assumed to encourage environmental

ambassadors and education efforts (Lemelin, et al., 2010).

The Media
Tour 

Operators 

Downplaying climatic impacts on
promoted sites or lacking references
(Frew, 2008)

”[…]Believed to be receding”,
”[…]probably due to global
warming” (Frew, 2008)

Sensationalizing scarcity/ decay,
provoking sense of urgency
(McGaurr & Lester, 2018)

Appeal to consume in haste
”[…] Visit Before It´s Too Late”
(Jetsetter, 2020)

Another paradox arises when focusing LCT related marketing efforts.

Although the promotion of vulnerability and disappearance by the

tourism industry is still considered to be rare, it represents a growing

phenomenon, influencing tourism in the future (Swartman, 2015).

Since scarcity can serve as a powerful marketing tactic in the area of

tourism (Kim, Choi, & Tanford, 2020), it is observed in which ways

last chance appeals might benefit or harm perceptions towards

tour operator campaigns. Precisely, effects on an audience´s

viewpoints, feelings and degree of persuasion are discovered in order

to derive recommendations for related touristic marketing efforts.

Research Design

Semi-structured interview guide with three thematic areas:
Travel Interests – Reaction towards Campaigns – Reflection

Exposure to two tour offers (German + Canadian glacier)
with two campaign versions of each:

1. Version: Traditional, existing tour operator campaign
2. Version: Same offer, but edited by including fear-inducing

scarcity appeals/ constant reference to last chance

Interviews with 10 similar aged students

.
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Independent of an interviewee´s travel interests and viewpoints

towards both unedited tour offers, last chance appeals were mainly

not found to increase an offer´s perceived desirability. Neither the

vanishing German nor the Canadian glacier served as visit incentives.
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Main Limitations

Focus on small sample, two offers, behavioural intentions

Probably large influence of social desirability

Although most respondents associated the promotion and visit of

vulnerable sites with an environmentally harmful contradiction,

participants were frequently found to engage in rather climate-

damaging travel behaviour. Further, some interviewees already

participated in Last Chance Tourism. Thus, perceptions appear to be

more critical than they would be during actual travel decisions.

Last chance appeals in the area of vanishing nature 
seem to harm a tour operator´s credibility/reputation. 
Due to multifaceted perceptions and societally 
influenced responses, marketing potentials
for tour operators can´t be fully ruled out.  
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Figure 1 Last Chance Tourism Paradox (Adapted from Dawson, et al., 2010, p. 331) 

Figure 2 Own depiction

Figure 3 Own depiction


